DATE: 15 September 2004

TO: Bob McCloskey

CC: File

FROM: Ray Maggi

PROJECT: Rowan University, College of Education Building

JOB NUMBER(S): RU No. 00821 / GSOQ No. 0032.00

CONTRACTOR: Thomas P. Carney

TPC SUB. NO: 07620-006

SUBCONTRACTOR:

SPEC. SECTION: 07620

MANUFACTURER: Mansion Supply Company, Inc.

DESCRIPTION: Mansion Supply Company, Inc. Shop Drawings:
- CSE-01 Storefront Elevations
- FP-02 ca, Floor Plans, 2nd Flr Custom Shade
- D-82, Storefront Details, Custom Shade Detail
- D-81, Storefront Details, Custom Shade Detail

ARCHITECT'S STAMP

gb qc

architects

S:0002 rowan.edu/cal/documents/05.00-Shop-Drawings-Legal/Ctu/07620-006-1.doc

architecture
interior design
planning
Provide closure piece @ end of assembly, TNP.

MATES W
W29-T2 (2)
MATES W
W30-T2 (1)

All dimensions to be field verified.
SHADE ASSEMBLY PORTION DOES NOT OCCUR ALONG COLUMN LINE A.

CS02  
OXIDIZED CUSTOM SHADE ASSEMBLY

CS03  
OXIDIZED CUSTOM SHADE ASSEMBLY

SHIM

CS. OXIDIZED CHANNEL (BY OTHERS)

3" TYP.

SAME PROFILE (B DET. 61)

FINISH TO MATCH WINDOW SYSTEM

CUSTOM SHADE # PANEL

RE: ARCHITECTURAL SHADE - SHADE

FIELD DEPTH

1'-0" TO 3% OF COLUMN